Let ~ be a Lie algebra, g a complemented ideal of ~ , and W an Jl-module. Hochsch-i t d and fvbstow have described the construction of a ~-module "induced" from W, which is finitedimensional provided W is finite-dimensional and satisfies a nilpotent action condition. This note describes a modification of their construction which is functorial and a weak adjoint to the restriction functor from ~-modules to g-modules.
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Throughout this paper we shall suppose that ~ is a Lie algebra over a field k • that M is an ideal of ~ , and that there is a sub algebra g of ~ such that ~ = g@,g,' ug, Ul!! will denote the universal enveloping algebras of g and ~. Clearly, every g E!J, can be written uniquely as g = h + 8 with h E g and 8 E g, This allows us to define, ( with Hochschi Id and Mostow [1] ), a composition * by
We shall use mod-g, mod-~ to denote the categories of right g-and ~-modules, and F : mod-~ + mOd-g to denote the restriction functor. Now let W E mod-g Then hO~(~, W) has a ~-modu1e structure given by
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